ABSTRACT Social network embedding, namely, embedding social network nodes into a low-dimensional space, is the foundation of social network analysis, such as node classification and link prediction. Although many existing methods attempt to address this task, most of them only consider the shallow relationship between two nodes in the network, which ignore capturing multiple and semantic-rich social relationships between users. To this end, we define such multiple and semantic-rich relationships as multi-path relationships, and propose a multi-path relationship preserved social network embedding method named MPR-SNE, which is based on the recurrent neural network framework that incorporates both social network structure and node profile information. Specifically, we first utilize random walks to explore the multiple social relationship paths between nodes. Then, a new recurrent unit called bi-directional multi-path relationship unit is proposed to better capture the properties of multi-path relationships. Finally, two objective functions are designed to seamlessly integrate social network structure and node profile information into node representation. The experimental results on two real-world networks show that MPR-SNE outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines on node classification task and link prediction task.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, a significant amount of social media applications, such as Facebook, Twitter, Microblog and Wechat, have emerged from all over the world. These applications constitute online social networks one after another, and play an important role in our daily life. Social networks often carry large amounts of information-rich data. So, data mining tasks in social network analysis, such as node classification [1] , link prediction [2] , and visualization [3] , have attracted extensive interest in both industry and academia. One of the foundational and important problems in social network analysis is social network embedding, which is to embed each social network node into a low-dimensional space [4] . Node representations via network embedding can avoid the tedious effort of hand-engineering,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yucong Duan. and capture the network information better. In addition, many existing machine learning approaches can be directly applied in social network analysis by utilizing node representation.
In recent years, network embedding learning has attracted many scholars and been extensively studied. As summarized in [5] , most researchers have focused on designing network embedding models by learning network structure [6] - [8] , utilizing side information [9] - [11] , studying the heterogeneous network [12] , [13] , or a specific application via an end-to-end approach [14] , [15] . To sum up, these models only consider the shallow relationship between two nodes in the network. However, due to the diverse profile information of each node, the relationships between nodes in real social network are multiple and semantic-rich.
Take the network shown in Figure 1 as an example: there are 7 nodes and each node has one or more attributes (profile information) from the attribute set {football, research, travel}. For instance, node v 3 has two attributes (i.e. research and football) and node v 6 has two attributes (i.e. travel and football). From this figure, we can find that there are five social relationship paths between node v 1 and v 7 with rich semantics, i.e. 7 (football) and v 1 − v 4 − v 6 − v 7 (travel). These different paths enable person v 1 and person v 7 to form a multiple and semantic-rich relationship. In this paper, we define such multiple and semantic-rich relationship as the multi-path relationship between any two nodes. The closest concept of the multi-path relationship is the high-order proximity [23] - [25] , which only focuses on the quantity of different social relationship paths between two nodes. Further, the multi-path relationship considers what kind of nodes appear in the path. The key factors of forming multi-path relationship in social network are complex network structure and node profile information (e.g. gender, profession, interest, etc.). To be specific, the network structure forms the various lengths of social relationship paths between nodes, and the profile information enables these paths to possess rich semantics. Therefore, we anticipate solving the task of multi-path relationship preserved social network embedding by incorporating both network structure and node profile information in this paper.
However, this is a very challenging task. Firstly, there are numerous social relationship paths (i.e. node sequences) with different lengths in social network. Although DeepWalk [6] directly uses skip-gram [21] on node sequences, it fails to capture the rich semantics of these social relationship paths. How to model the multi-path relationship in these social relationship paths is still a hard problem. Secondly, node profile information is often sparse and incomplete, and is even inconsistent with the network structure. For example, two people with the same hobby may not be able to establish a link in social network. How to combine profile information with network structure in multi-path relationship is also very challenging. At last, to better learn node representation, how to design an objective function to preserve the multi-path relationship should be well considered.
To overcome these challenges, we propose an effective multi-path relationship preserved embedding method named MPR-SNE by incorporating both social network structure and node profile information. To be specific, we first perform random walks to obtain the node sequences, which represent the social relationship paths between nodes. Then, in order to capture the multi-path relationship in the social relationship paths, we propose a representation learning framework based on RNN, where a new recurrent unit called bi-directional multi-path relationship unit (BMRU ) is developed to better capture the characteristics of multi-path relationship. In addition, two object functions are proposed to incorporate network structure and node profile information respectively, which are the two key factors of forming multi-path relationship in social network. We combine these two objectives as one function to optimize the model, and finally obtain the node embedding.
In order to verify the performance of MPR-SNE, we mainly focus on multi-label classification task and link prediction task. We compare the performance of MPR-SNE with stateof-the-art methods on two popular social networks BlogCatalog and Flickr [16] . The results demonstrate our method performs more accurate and stable in different tasks on two datasets compared with state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, MPR-SNE is still effective when the profile information is extremely sparse (which is common in real-world data).
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We argue that the relationship between two nodes in social network is multiple and semantic-rich, which is firstly defined as multi-path relationship in this paper.
In addition, we argue that the key factors of forming multi-path relationship in social network are complex network structure and rich node profile information.
• We propose MPR-SNE (multi-path relationship preserved social network embedding), a novel social network embedding algorithm based on the RNN framework that incorporates both social network structure and node profile information. By modeling this relationship, a new recurrent unit called bi-directional multi-path relationship unit (BMRU ) is developed.
• We compare the proposed algorithm MPR-SNE with state-of-the-art baselines on node classification task and link prediction task, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on two real social network datasets. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly review related work in network embedding learning. We formally present relevant definitions and provide problem formulation in Section III. Section IV introduces the proposed algorithm MPR-SNE in detail. In Section V, we present the experimental results. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to network embedding algorithm that has been extensively studied in recent years. In this section we will briefly review prior work related to network embedding algorithm.
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The classical model of network embedding algorithm is about the technology of graph embedding or dimension reduction, such as MDS [17] , Isomap [18] , LLE [19] , Laplacian Eigenmap [20] and SocDim [16] . These approaches usually construct a matrix (e.g. the Laplacian matrix) that represents graph property based on some assumptions, and then factorize this matrix to get node features. However, the time complexity of matrix factorization is at least quadratic to the number of nodes, so these algorithms can't handle large-scale networks (e.g. social network). Furthermore, these methods often assumed that the network has certain properties. For example, SocDim assumed that the set of neighbors of a node determines the affiliation and the nature of this node [16] . Nevertheless, these assumptions can't always be satisfied simultaneously concerning to the social network, where the structure and nature are highly complex.
In recent years, many researchers focused on network topology and presented various structure and property preserved social network embedding methods. DeepWalk [6] first combined truncated random walks with Skip-Gram [21] that shows effective performance in word representation. Then, [8] improved the random walk procedure that interpolates between BFS and DFS. Tang et al. [7] carefully designed an objective function that preserves both the first-order and second-order proximities. Reference [22] adopted a deep autoencoder to preserve both the first-order and second-order proximities. Further, [23] proposed to preserve generalized k-order proximities. In order to be more efficient, [24] summarized a number of existing methods into a unified framework, and put forward a technique to speed up the matrix factorization process. By utilizing eigen-decomposition reweighting theorem, [25] revealed the intrinsic relationship between different orders and proposed a scalable method to obtain node embedding. This literature concentrated on network structure, however, side information which is helpful for learning more informative node embedding was ignored. Moreover, although some literature discussed high-order relationship between two nodes, the high-order relationship only considers the quantity of different social relationship paths between two nodes. Our algorithm MPR-SNE can capture more meaningful relationship between two nodes, i.e. multi-path relationship, which further considers the multiple and semantic-rich implications of different social relationship paths.
More recently, some scholars have tried to integrate some side information into node embedding. For example, [26] smoothly affiliated label information with the attributed network by modeling their structural proximities and correlations. And by preserving both structural proximity and attribute proximity, [27] integrated attribute information into the node representation. Reference [11] learned node embedding by exploring the semantic meaning of links based on both structure-close and content-close links. Other node embedding algorithms that integrate side information can also be found in [10] and [28] - [30] . These researches revealed that side information, e.g. profile information, can improve the performance of network embedding algorithm. However, they either separated structural information from side information in the process of learning node representation, or did not explore the multiple and semantic-rich relationships between nodes deeply. In this paper, we combine profile information with network structure by mining the multi-path relationship between nodes to jointly learn social network embedding.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FORMULATION

A. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Here, we first give the definition of a social network.
Definition 1 (Social Network): A social network can be represented as G = (V , E, A), where V = {v i } i=1,··· ,|V | denotes the set of nodes, E = {e i,j } |V | i,j=1 denotes the set of edges, A = {a i } i=1,··· ,|V | denotes the profiles of nodes. As the profiles of nodes in social network are usually in form of multi-label, in this paper we define a i = {l i,k } k=1,··· ,|L| , where l i,k = {0, 1} represents whether node v i has label k or not, L represents the set of labels.
In social network, connections between two nodes can be established through multiple different paths, which are also called social relationship paths. Just as the example shown in Figure 1 , the connections between node v 1 and node v 7 are multiple and semantic-rich. In the following, we formally define such multiple and semantic-rich relationships as multi-path relationship.
Definition 2 (Multi-Path Relationship):
The multi-path relationship is formed through multiple social relationship paths between any two nodes, which is represented as a set of variable-length node sequences with rich semantics in social network.
As also shown in Figure 1 , there are five social relationship paths with rich semantics between node v 1 and node v 7 . Thus, the multi-path relationship between v 1 and v 7 is represented as the path set {v 1 
In this paper, we explore the characteristics of multi-path relationship between two nodes and incorporate them into social network embedding. Thus, our task is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Multi-Path Relationship Preserved Social Network Embedding): Social network embedding aims to learn a mapping that maps each node into a low-dimensional space, i.e. learning a mapping function :
In this mapping function, the multi-path relationship between two nodes is preserved.
1) CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTI-PATH RELATIONSHIP
The key factors that form multi-path relationship in social network are two fold.
First, the complex network structure makes two nodes have multiple social relationship paths with various lengths. These paths together form a multi-path relationship between two VOLUME 7, 2019 nodes. In particular, in a social relationship path, the relationship between two directly adjacent nodes depends on the properties of the two nodes, which represents the local structure of network. And the relationship between two indirectly adjacent nodes further depends on the nodes between these two nodes, which encodes the global structure of network. Take Second, the unique profile information of each node makes the multiple social relationship paths rich in semantics. Specifically, the profile information of each node controls the propagation of relationship in social relationship path. For instance, since both v 2 and v 5 are not researchers, the relationship between v 1 and v 7 in path Figure 1 is not a research peer. Note that this control is flexible. When we concern the small social network consisting of Figure 1 , there are multiple relationship paths passing through v 3 , and the other people in these relationship paths like to travel. So, v 3 is probably a traveler (the label of travel is missing), or will be a traveler driven by his friends.
In Section IV, we will propose a multi-path relationship preserved social network embedding method based on our analyses here.
B. FURTHER DISCUSSION
In this subsection, we will further discuss the difference between the high-order proximity and the multi-path relationship, and point out that using Skip-Gram directly can't model the multi-path relationship.
1) MULTI-PATH RELATIONSHIP V.S. HIGH-ORDER PROXIMITY
In recent years, some literature [7] , [23] - [25] has studied the high-order proximity in network. The k-order proximity matrix is defined as the k-step transition probability matrix that is computed by [24] 
where A is the normalized adjacency matrix and A k ij is the k-order proximity between node v i and v j . For example, the 2-order proximity between v 1 and v 7 shown in Figure 1 is 1 (only one path v 1 − v 3 − v 7 ) and the 3-order proximity is 3 (having three paths
. We can see that the high-order proximity only focuses on the quantity of different social relationship paths between two nodes. Compared with high-order proximity, the multi-path relationship further considers which nodes appear in the path and which relationships are generated. In social network, each node has unique profile information, which makes these paths rich in semantics and forms the multi-path relationship. Therefore, the high-order proximity is part of the multi-path relationship. In Section V, we will compare the proposed algorithm by preserving multi-path relationship with two algorithms LINE [7] and NEU [24] that consider the k-order proximity to validate our analysis here.
2) THE PROPOSED MODEL V.S. SKIP-GRAM
Recently, many scholars have introduced Skip-Gram into network embedding [6] , [8] , and achieved remarkable results. These models firstly obtain a lot of node sequences that form a node corpus through some sampling methods, and then directly use Skip-Gram to generate node representation. To be specific, for each node sequence s v i in the node corpus S, the object function is max
where (v i ) ∈ R d is the embedding vector of node v i and w is the context size. By making conditional independence assumption, Eq. (2) can be calculated as max
Above, the conditional probability Pr(
where (v) ∈ R d is the context vector of node v. Using Skip-Gram on node sequences directly is shallow and does not consider the meaningful information in node sequence. The meaning of each word in natural language is usually fixed and hardly changes, while the node in social networks tends to change rapidly with the evolution of network structure. Figure 2 shows the difference between sentences in natural language and node sequences in social network. In Figure 2 (a), when words with different meanings were placed between ''A'' and ''is'', the relationship and meanings of these two words does not change. However, node v 1 and v 4 that have different neighbor node v 2 and v 3 can develop different relationships in Figure 2(b) . In node sequence v 1 − v 2 − v 4 , they likely talk about football, while in v 1 − v 3 − v 4 , they talk about badminton. In a word, the relationship between two nodes is determined by the nodes' attributes in the path between them. However, Skip-Gram can't model this relationship. The experimental results in Section V further validate this point here. Thus, in next section, we will elaborately design a RNN framework to deal with it.
IV. THE PROPOSED MODEL
In this paper, we propose MPR-SNE, a multi-path relationship preserved social network embedding algorithm that incorporates both network structure and node profile information. We first introduce the overall framework of MPR-SNE and then discuss each part in detail.
A. OVERALL FRAMEWORK
The overall framework of MPR-SNE based on RNN is depicted in Figure 3 . This framework is expected to learn node representation that captures the multi-path relationship in the social relationship paths. As can be seen from the figure, the first step is to generate social relationship paths (i.e. node sequences) as input. As mentioned above, the multipath relationship between two nodes is determined by multiple social relationship paths between two nodes together. So, we use random walks to explore these paths between any two nodes. In social network, there may be numerous paths between two nodes and it is difficult to completely enumerate them. On the other hand, when dealing with weighted network, the weight of edge can be modeled by the probability of next walk. Hence, truncated random walk [6] is an appropriate method to explore the social relationship paths between nodes as much as possible. Then through the embedding layer, the node sequences obtained from truncated random walk are input into the proposed BMRU which is designed to better capture the characteristics of multi-path relationship (see Section IV-B). For preserving network structure information, we use the bi-directional cell of BMRU to predict the context of current node, which is inspired by Skip-Gram (see Section IV-C). And for preserving node profile information, we model it as a supervised learning problem and use the profile output of BMRU to predict the profiles of current node, in which weighted cross-entropy (WCE) [31] is used to measure the prediction probability error (see Section IV-D). Finally, we optimize the joint objective function to obtain the node embedding (see Section IV-E). Next, we will introduce this framework in detail.
B. BMRU
In this paper, we use RNN framework to model the multi-path relationship between two nodes. However, the existing mainstream recurrent units such as bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) [32] and bi-directional GRU (BGRU) [33] don't fully conform to this relationship. Both BLSTM and BGRU mainly control the flow of information with the current input and the context output. Whereas the propagation of relationship in social relationship path depends on the properties of nodes above this path, and is controlled by the node profile information. Thus, we elaborately develop a new recurrent unit called bi-directional multi-path relationship unit (BMRU ) to model this relationship. Before detailing BMRU, we first introduce MRU which is a unidirectional version of BMRU. The graphical illustration of MRU is shown in Figure 4 . In detail, the j-th relationship cell c where p j i and z j i are a propagate gate and an input gate respectively, which together decide how a relationship cell is updated. As analyzed in Section III, when a relationship is propagated between two nodes, it depends on these two nodes. So, these two gates are computed by
where σ is a sigmoid function, W P , W Z , U p , U z ∈ R d×d are weight matrices, and V p , V z ∈ R d×d are diagonal matrices. The candidate relationship cellc j i is computed bỹ
where W c ∈ R d×d is a weight matrix, and V c ∈ R d×d is a diagonal matrix. Then, to integrate node profile information, we add the profile output h in a MRU unit. The h j i of a MRU unit in node v i is computed by
where o j i is an output gate designed to allow the profile information to control the propagation of relationship cell c i flexibly, which relates to node embedding (v i ) and relationship cell c i :
where W o ∈ R d×d is a weight matrix, and V o ∈ R d×d is a diagonal matrix. In Section IV-D, we will model the profile preserved node embedding as a supervised learning problem, and use h i to predict the profiles of v i .
Knowing all the node information in the social relationship path can allow the RNN framework to capture the property of multi-path relationship better. For example, it can be inferred from the path Figure 1 that v 3 misses or will have a travel label (the other nodes in this path all have a travel label). Hence, we further adopt a bi-directional variant [34] . Specifically, the bi-directional relationship cell c i at node v i is obtained by
where − → c i is the forward one that reads the node sequence from v 1 to v t , ← − c i is the backward one that reads the node sequence from v t to v 1 , t is the length of random walks, W b ∈ R d×2d is a weight matrix, and B b ∈ R d is a bias vector.
C. NETWORK STRUCTURE INFORMATION LEARNING
The whole social relationship path contains the global information of network structure, while the context of each node in the path encodes the local information. Thus, to embed network structure to node representation, we use the bi-directional relationship cell c i at node v i to predict the context nodes of v i , which is inspired by Skip-Gram. Following Eq.(3), we substitute c i for (v i ), and then the objective function of network structure is formulated as
where Cs(v i ) is the set of context nodes for node v i , and Pr(v j |c i ) is computed as
As calculating Pr(v j |c i ) requires the summation over the entire set of nodes, which is computationally expensive, the approach of negative sampling [35] is adopted to reduce time. Then, Eq.(12) can be reformulated as
where Ns(v i ) is the set of sampled negative nodes for node v i .
D. NODE PROFILE INFORMATION LEARNING
The various profiles of each node are one of the key factors of forming multi-path relationship in social network. Thus, in order to preserve multi-path relationship, we also need to embed the node profile information. As analysed in Section III, profile information controls the propagation of relationship in social relationship path. In other word, the profile information can be regarded as the supervised information to constrain the propagation of relationship. Furthermore, the profiles of nodes often take the form of multilabel, and are often missing in real social network. Accordingly, we model it as a multi-label classification task, and use weighted cross-entropy to measure the probability error. Then, the objective function is computed by
whereã j i is the predicted probability of node v i in label j, q is the pos weight of the zero element. Due to the sparsity of profile information, q is generally set to less than or equal to 1. we use the profile output of BMRU to predict the profile information of each node, which can allow the profile information to control the propagation of relationship cell c flexibly. Then,ã i is computed bỹ
where W l ∈ R |L|×d is a weight matrix and B l ∈ R |L| is a bias vector.
E. JOINT LEARNING
Finally, we optimize the following joint objective function that is the sum of the network structure information loss (Eq. (14)) and the node profile information loss (Eq. (15)):
We use the Adam algorithm [36] and the mini-batch approach for optimization. In this case, a mini-batch consists of several node sequences, and the S in Eq. (17) can be rewrited as S batch . In order to train our model better, we apply dropout [37] and residual connections [38] to the BMRU layer. Furthermore, in order to adopt early stopping approach conveniently which can avoid overfitting, we use a streaming approach to optimize our algorithm. In this approach, every node sequence generated from random walks is passed directly to the RNN framework, and then the node embedding is updated in time. We also initialize the matrix of node embedding with DeepWalk for optimizing our algorithm faster. More details are shown in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 MPR-SNE
for each V batch i ∈ V batch do 6:
for each v j ∈ V batch i do 8 :
end for 10: optimize L with Adam 11:
end for 12: until convergence or a certain # of iterations
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the proposed algorithm with existing state-of-the-art techniques in node classification and link prediction tasks. And then, we also analyse the impact of missing profile information and the parameter sensitivity of our algorithm.
A. DATASETS
We conduct experiments on both BlogCatalog and Flickr, and the detailed statistics of these datasets are shown in Table 1 .
• BlogCatalog [16] : This is a social network of social relationships coming from blogger authors, which is crawled from the BlogCatalog website 1 . The labels in the network represent group memberships of blogger authors. There are 10,312 nodes, 333,983 edges, and 39 different labels on BlogCatalog. We randomly select 31 labels as the profile information for training embedding, 3 labels for validation, and leave the rest of labels for evaluating the performance of node classification task.
• Flickr [16] : This is a social network consisting of user photo sharing relationships, which is crawled from the Flickr website 2 . The labels represent the interest groups of the photo styles of users. There are 80,513 nodes, 5,899,882 edges, and 195 different labels on Flickr. We also randomly select 167 labels as profile information for training, 18 labels for validation, and leave the rest of labels for evaluation.
B. BASELINE METHODS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, the following two groups of algorithms are used as the baselines in this paper:
1) NETWORK STRUCTURE PRESERVED MODELS
• MPR-SNE(str): A variant of our MPR-SNE, which only uses network structure information to learn node embedding. The objective function of this approach is Eq.(14).
• DeepWalk [6] : This approach adopts truncated random walks and Skip-Gram to learn node embedding.
• LINE [7] : This approach utilizes the first-order and second-order proximities to learn node embedding. LINE through network reconstruction can be regarded as a kind of high-order preserved model.
• NEU [24] : This approach adopts a network embedding enhancement technology which can approximate a high-order proximity.
2) PROFILE AUGMENTED MODELS
• MPR-SNE(BLSTM): A variant of our MPR-SNE, which uses BLSTM as the RNN unit.
•
MPR-SNE(BGRU):
A variant of our MPR-SNE, which uses BGRU as the RNN unit.
• LANE [26] : This approach incorporates profile information into the network embedding while preserving their correlations.
• ASNE [27] : This approach learns node embedding by preserving both structural proximity and profile proximity. For MPR-SNE and its variants, we set the batch size bs as 128. Both the context size w and negative sample time N of Skip-Gram is 5. The length of random walk t is 20, and the dimension of node embedding d is 128. The initial learning rate of Adam is set as 0.0005. The maximum number of iterations and the pos weight q are tuned by using grid search on the validation set under the node classification task. And we get that the maximum number of iterations is 10, 000 for both BlogCatalog and Flickr; the pos weight q is 1 for BlogCatalog, and for Flickr of which the profile information is sparser, it's 10 −0.5 . All baselines use the parameters suggested in their original paper.
C. NODE CLASSIFICATION
In this paper, we first perform node classification task to compare our algorithm with the baseline methods. In this task, each node in network has one or more labels from a finite set L. To be specific, we randomly sample a certain proportion of nodes that are labeled as training data and the rest is test data. We adopt one-vs-rest logistic regression and linearSVM implemented by LibLinear [39] for classification, and select the better one as the final classification model for all algorithms, which is similar to [40] . This process is repeated for 10 times. And we use the average score of both Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 as evaluation metrics.
We vary the labeled nodes from 10% to 90% on BlogCatalog, while from 1% to 10% on Flickr that is larger than BlogCatalog. The results are reported in Table 2 -5. The best performance of both network structure preserved models and profile augmented models at the same training ratio are bold-faced. We can see that MPR-SNE achieves the best performance compared with the baselines on both BlogCatalog and Flickr at all training ratios. And the performance of MPR-SNE(str) that only uses network structure is also excellent, which is superior to other network structure preserved models at most training ratios.
1) MULTI-PATH V.S. HIGH-ORDER
The results show all the multi-path relationship preserved algorithms (MPR-SNE and all the variants that are presented in this paper) overcome LINE and NEU that consider the high-order proximity in most cases. Under 10% training ratio, MPR-SNE(str) without profile information even beats LINE and NEU by 46.10% and 6.40% respectively on BlogCatalog with respect to Macro-F1. This is because the multi-path relationship further considers intermediate nodes that appear in the paths, which obtains a more informative representation. Skip-Gram on node sequences directly. Table 4 shows that the Macro-F1 of MPR-SNE outperforms DeepWalk by at least 13% on Flickr. Even MPR-SNE(str) without profile information performs slightly better than DeepWalk overall on both BlogCatalog and Flickr. These experimental results demonstrate the proposed MPR-SNE based on RNN can model the multi-path relationship better. This is because MPR-SNE can capture the nodes that appear in the path and their attributes, so as to obtain richer information.
2) THE PROPOSED MPR-SNE V.S. SKIP-GRAM
MPR-SNE, MPR-SNE(BLSTM) and MPR-SNE(BGRU) also perform significantly better than DeepWalk which uses
3) IMPORTANCE OF PROFILE INFORMATION
The performance of MPR-SNE, MPR-SNE(BLSTM) and MPR-SNE(BGRU)
with the help of profile information have been remarkably improved compared with the network structure preserved models. We can see that the performance of MPR-SNE using only 20% training nodes can beat all other network structure preserved models given 90% labeled nodes on BlogCatalog. These results validate that node profile information is one of the key factors of forming multi-path relationship in social network. Our algorithm also outperforms other profile augmented models. We argue that these models simply integrate profile information into node representation without considering the multiple and semantic-rich relationships between nodes in social network.
4) EFFECTIVENESS OF BMRU
Compared with the variants which adopt BLSTM and BGRU, MPR-SNE also achieves the best performance. This is because BLSTM and BGRU are mainly used in NLP, and can't capture the propagation pattern of multi-path relationship. In contrast, BMRU is specifically designed for propagation of this relationship, which allows network structure and profile information to control the propagation of multi-path relationship flexibly.
Overall, the multi-path relationship that incorporates both social network structure and profile information is more informative than high-order relationship. And MPR-SNE can capture the multi-path relationship well, leading to a significant classification performance in comparison with its peers.
D. LINK PREDICTION
In this subsection, we test the performance on the link prediction task to compare our algorithm with the baselines. As suggested in [24] , we adopt the following four calculating methods to measure the similarity between two nodes:
and choose the best one for each algorithm. The MAP is used as the evaluation metric. We randomly choose 70% edges for learning node embedding and the rest edges for testing. In the testing process, for BlogCatalog we use all the testing edges for prediction to calculate MAP, while for Flickr, where the number of nodes exceeds 80,000, we sample 5% nodes at a time for link prediction and repeat 10 times to calculate the average MAP. The results of two datasets are shown in Table 6 . The best performance of both network structure preserved models and profile augmented models on the same dataset are bold-faced. The result shows that on BlogCatalog, MPR-SNE gets the best performance. Specifically, the performance of MPR-SNE is about twice that of DeepWalk, NEU, MPR-SNE(BLSTM) and MPR-SNE(BGRU). ASNE that uses profile information also achieves the competitive performance, which is only 0.02% smaller than MPR-SNE. This result is similar to that of node classification task. On Flickr, MPR-SNE is the best of profile augmented models. Although DeepWalk and NEU obtain poor performance on BlogCatalog, they are better VOLUME 7, 2019 than MPR-SNE by 13.30% and 11.89% on Flickr. MPR-SNE(str) also slightly outperforms MPR-SNE. We consider that the reasons are two fold: (1) The profile information is extremely sparse (profile sparsity is 99.55%) on Flickr, which is detrimental to link prediction task; (2) The node embedding obtained by our model is highly non-linear, while the methods used to calculate the distance between two nodes in link prediction task are relatively simple and can't utilize the information in node embedding fully. Overall, MPR-SNE is stable on two datasets and both achieves well results.
E. PROFILE INFORMATION MISSING ANALYSIS
In many real-world social networks, the node profile information is to some extent missing. Therefore, we test the impact of the missing degree of profile information on the performance of MPR-SNE. Specifically, we examine how the different percentages of missing degree affect the Macro-F1 of MPR-SNE on both BlogCatalog and Flickr for node classification task. On BlogCatalog our test is based on a 50 − 50 split between labeled and unlabeled data, while on Flickr we use 5 − 95. The result is shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 (a), as the missing ratio increases, Macro-F1 declines rapidly first and then stabilises on BlogCatalog. Even when the missing proportion reaches 90%, the Macro-F1 (42.72%) of MPR-SNE still higher than MPR-SNE(str) (42.50%) that only utilizes network structure. Figure 5(b) shows the similar result obtained on Flickr.
With 90% missing proportion, MPR-SNE (23.84%) is still 1.6% higher than MPR-SNE(str) (23.46%). This shows that MPR-SNE still works when the profile information is extremely sparse.
F. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY
We further evaluate how changes to the parameters of MPR-SNE impact its performance on node classification task. In this test, we evaluate the effect of change of dimension d, length of walk t, context size w and pos weight q on MPR-SNE performance under different training ratios (tr). We also examine the effect of different initialization methods on the rate of convergence. We conduct experiments on both BlogCatalog and Flickr, and use Macro-F1 as evaluation metric. The results are shown in Figure 6 . We observe that the performance first rises rapidly, then tends to be flat or even begins to decline on both BlogCatalog and Flickr. This result shows that the optimal value of d depends on the number of training samples (note that the total number of nodes on Flickr is much larger than BlogCatalog). Figure 6 (a2) and Figure 6(b2) show the impact of length of walk t under different training ratios. It can be observed that the performance of different t is relatively stable under different training ratios. On BlogCatalog, the performance tends to be stable when t ≥ 20, while on Flickr, t ≥ 30. We argue this is because Flickr is larger and requires longer path lengths to mine the multi-path relationship between nodes. Figure 6 (a3) and Figure 6(b3) show the impact of context size w under different training ratios. We observe that on BlogCatalog, the optimal value of w is 5, while on Flickr is 1. We think this is because BlogCatalog has lower average degree of nodes, and is more likely to miss edges between nodes. Thus, w, which determines the scope of local relationship, needs to be set larger. Figure 6 (a4) and Figure 6(b4) show the impact of pos weight q under different training ratios. We can clearly observe that the optimal value of q depends on the profile sparsity. (On BlogCatalog, it is 10 0 , while on Flickr with higher profile sparsity it is 10 −0.5 ). Figure 6 (a5) and Figure 6(b5) show the impact of different initialization methods. We test two methods: initialization with DeepWalk and Xavier normal [41] . The result shows that initialization with DeepWalk not only accelerates the rate of convergence, but also improves the performance to some extent. We consider this is because both BlogCatalog (97.51%) and Flickr (99.55%) have very high profile sparsity, and network structure is the most important feature in these two networks. Thus, when DeepWalk is used for initialization, the node embedding has certain network structure information, which makes it easier to further explore multi-path relationship by combining with node profile information.
2) IMPACT OF LENGTH OF WALK
3) IMPACT OF CONTEXT SIZE
4) IMPACT OF POS WEIGHT
5) IMPACT OF DIFFERENT INITIALIZATION METHODS
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we argued that the relationship between nodes in social network is usually multiple and semantic-rich, which is formally defined as multi-path relationship for the first time.
To this end, we proposed a multi-path relationship preserved social network embedding algorithm named MPR-SNE by incorporating both network structure and node profile information. To model multi-path relationship, we designed a new recurrent unit called bi-directional multi-path relationship unit (BMRU). At last, we performed node classification and link prediction to evaluate the proposed algorithm on two real social networks. Compared with existing social network embedding techniques, the proposed algorithm MPR-SNE achieved a more accurate and stable performance. In the future, we will focus on how to incorporate more forms of side information, e.g. content information, to explore more semantic-rich multi-path relationship. He has published over 60 papers in refereed conferences and journals. His main research interests include machine learning, data mining, social network analysis, and pattern recommendation.
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